THE TAWIDO LOOMS
96 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK

ELNA M. de NEERGAARD

Mfg. by TAWIDO STUDIO
96 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK

For orders and information, address
ELNA M. De NEERGAARD

NOTICE:
PATENTS HAVE BEEN APPLIED FOR COVERING ALL
TAWIDO LOOMS AND SHUTTLES, AND ANY INFRINGEMENTS THEREOF WILL BE DILLY NOTED.

THE TAWIDO LOOMS
are designed to meet the special needs of hospitals, schools and homes, and with the simplified construction, are extremely easy to put together and to operate.

The Tawido Looms all sizes are in use in U. S. Army Hospitals, sanitariums for nervous and tubercular patients, state hospitals for crippled children, art schools, and training schools for occupational teachers.

The A and B mods are both 4 treadle looms, and weave any 4 heddle patterns without the "lamps" hitherto always used in any pattern weaving, wires fitted tight round exact center of each lower heddlestick, are attached to each of the treadles as the weaving pattern requires.

Tawido Loom, Model C is a combination of bedside, table and child's loom and is operated entirely by lifting and lowering the reed frame, which, when the warp is put through the shed, drives the threads in the webb together.

As a bedside loom it is placed across the patient sitting up, and the height of the loom can be adjusted for the convenience of the weaver.

For use as a table loom, just remove the stand. Placed on the floor the height is very convenient for the work of children from 7 years up.

Directions for warping and threading are sent with each loom if desired.
TAWIDO LOOM—MODEL "A"

Floor space 24x30 in. Weaves 20 inches.
Fixtures: 1 reed, from 12 to 20 dents to the inch,
400 linen heddles,
1 Tawido Shuttle, cords and wires.
Price $30.00

TAWIDO LOOM—MODEL "B"

Floor space 15x20 in. Weaves 12 inches.
Fixtures: 1 reed, from 12 to 20 dents to the inch, 300 linen heddles,
1 Tawido Shuttle, cords and wires.
Price $22.00
TAWIDO LOOM—MODEL "C"
Floor space 19x22 in. Weaves 12 inches.
Fixtures: Shed pole, 2 flat shuttles, 1 reed
from 12 to 18 dents, 1 pattern stick.
Price ......................................................... $20.00
Price without the stand.............................. $18.00
TAPESTRY LOOM

This is the oldest form of loom used for rugs and tapestry. Oriental and braid weave rugs can be woven on it.

Weaves 34 inches wide, carries 10 to 15 yards warp.

Price, complete with 50 bobbins, 2 sticks, 1 stool .................................................. $30.00

THE TAWIDO TABLE LOOMS
MODEL "E"

No. 1

Equipped with combination reed and heddle, 18 or 20 dents to the inch.

Weaves material 6 inches wide or less, suitable for hat bands, belts, Shed changed by lifting and lowering reed, and kept stationary by fastening handle at side of frame.

Complete with 2 shuttles, 1 pattern stick, 1 clamp. Price .................................................$10.00

Set up and threaded with 3 yard warp. $3.00 additional.
TAWIDO TABLE LOOMS
MODEL "E"

No. 2

Two heddle loom. Weaves material 8 inches wide. Can also be used as a bead loom.

(Process of threading through heddles and reed is here shown.)

Fixtures include 1 reed with 12 to 20 dents to the inch, 2 shuttles, 2 shed-sticks, 1 pattern stick, 1 reed hook, 1 clamp for fastening to table.

Price, Complete .............................................. $12.00

Set up and threaded with 3 yard warp, sample woven and description of pattern.

Price, $4.00 additional.

TAWIDO TABLE LOOMS
MODEL "E"

No. 3

Four heddle loom. Weaves material 12 inches wide. Colonial bedspread and other patterns can be used. Worked out on principle of old drawn-loom with weights and handles.

Fixtures include 2 shuttles, 2 shed-sticks, 1 pattern stick, 1 reed from 12 to 20 dents to the inch, 1 reed-hook.

Price Complete .............................................. $18.00

Set up and threaded with 5 yard warp, sample woven and description of pattern.

Price, $8.00 additional.
TAWIDO BELT LOOM
(“The Chaser of the Blues.”
—Wounded Soldier.)

Size 7½ x 5¾ in.

Equipped with 2 shuttles, 1 pattern stick, 2 sticks for attaching warp. Can be carried in a Tawido work-bag. Easily attached anywhere where a tension can be obtained. Thread alternately in slot and hole. Raise and lower loom to change shed.

Girdles, hat bands, small bags and bead work can be made on this loom.

Price Complete .................................................. $2.50

TAWIDO YARN WINDER

Height, 36 inches.

Price ..................................................................... $5.00

PRICES FOR FIXTURES
Shuttles ..............................................15c to $1.25
Yarn Winder .......................................... $5.00
Warp Frame .............................................. $4.50
Warping Blocks ...................................... $3.00

Express charges, Boxing and Crating extra.